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The analysis of irrotational incompressible flow field
in the stator unit of a radial inflow turbine is presented.
The solution in the combined scroll-nozzle assembly is
complicated by the domain geometry and by its multi-
connectivity. This model is necessary however in order to
provide a better understanding of the mutual interaction
effects of these two components on the flow field. The
finite element method is used in the solution which is
limited to the two dimensional case. A substructuring
technique is adopted in the compuational procedure and results
in considerable savings in both computer time and core storage
requirements. The results are presented for the flow velocity
magnitude and direction in the scroll and through the various
nozzles, for two nozzle blade geometries. In addition, the
mass flow rates in the different nozzles are computed and their
deviations from the mean value determined.
INTRODUCTION
In many industrial applications where low power output is
required, radial gas turbines can offer many advantages over
the axial flow turbines. The large clearances at the rotor
tip, compared to the blade size, have a smaller effect on their
performance, and they are also simpler to fabricate. A survey
of the literature reveals that in recent years, several
studies [i-5] have been concerned with improving the performance
of small radial inflow turbines. Most of the investigations of
radial inflow turbine performance, have been based on simplified
one dimensional flow analyses in the scroll, and empirical
relations for loss prediction [6-8]. Some studies [9] assumed
free vortex flow in the scroll and vaneless nozzle, to evaluate
the radial turbine performance parameters. The authors have
obtained a solution to the three dimensional inviscid flow
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field in a radial inflow turbine scroll using the finite
element method [i0]. To our knowledge, this is the only three
dimensional flow solution in this turbine component at present.
Because of the complexity of this flow field, very few experi-
mental measurements of the flow in the scroll, such as those
reported in references [ii] and [12] can be found in the
literature. Reference [13] reports a detailed experimental
and analytical study of the losses in both the vaned and
vaneless regions of a radial inflow turbine nozzle. It was
found in that study that in addition to the boundary layer
parameters, the losses are influenced by the flow angle at the
vaneless nozzle exit and the pressure distribution over the
nozzle blades. These flow parameters can be determined from
a nonviscous flow analysis in the turbine scroll nozzle
assembly such as the present one.
It is important to have a thorough understanding of the flow
behavior in the different turbine components for further
performance improvements. For that purpose, and in order to
account for the mutual effects of the scroll andnozzle vane
geometry on the flow behavior, a detailed study of the flow in
a radial inflow turbine scroll nozzle assembly is presented
here. Through this analysis, numerical results were computed
to show the effect of the nozzle vane shapes and setting on
the magnitude and direction of the flow velocity at exit from
the nozzle. The actual mass flow between the different vaned
nozzle channels was also determined to check its variation
from the uniform ideal distribution.
ANALYSIS
The flow in the turbine scroll and nozzles is actually
three dimensional, as confirmed by the experimental flow
measurements at inlet to and exit from the vaned nozzle region
in reference [ii]. Even if the viscous effects are not taken
into consideration, the continuous mass discharge to the turbine
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nozzles, will result in a three dimensional flow field in the
scroll [i0]. In a different but parallel investigation [14],
the three dimensional scroll flow was analyzed to determine
the resulting velocity components in the scroll cross
sectional planes, which are associated with various through
flow velocity profiles. If the mutual effects of both scroll
and nozzle blade geometries on the flow are to be investi-
gated, it is necessary to consider the flow field in the
whole scroll nozzle assembly, which is shown schematically
in Fig. i. Because of the difficulties that would be involved
in satisfying the boundary conditions in such multiply
connected domain, the analytical solution of such flow field
would not have been possible before the development of the
finite element methods in the field of solid mechanics and its
later applications to flow problems. Therefore, it is natural,
that careful problem formulation is necessary for the
effective handling of the complicated boundary conditions in
the above described flow field.
Problem Formulation
The potential function was chosen as the primary dependent
variable in the following formulation, since it is more suitable
than the stream function, for handling the boundary conditions
involved in the present problem. The difficulty in using the
stream function as the primary dependent variable, in flow
fields with several immersed bodies, lies in not knowing the
mass flow between every two of them a priori. Some investi-
gators [15] suggested the superposition of several stream
function solutions to satisfy the tangency condition at the
different boundaries, in the finite element solutions of such
problems. That approach is not suitable for our problem
since its complexity increases with the increased number of
blades. In selecting the appropriate formulation to be used
in our problem, careful consideration should be given to
handling the boundary conditions effectively and with no extra
complications. In the potentia! function formulation,
natural type boundary conditions, i.e. zero normal potential
gradients, are specified at the boundaries of these bodies,
which greatly simplifies the solution procedure. It has also
been found in flow problems that solutions obtained using
the finite element method, with straight sided elements
approximatinggenerally curved boundaries, are more accurate
when Neumann rather than Dirichlet type boundary conditions
are involved [16].
Governin_ Equations
The irrotational flow field can be described by the velocity
potential function _, with the velocity vector V, expressed
in terms of _ as follows:
= v_ (1)
The equation of conservation of mass, in terms of the velocity
potential, for steady state is given by:
?-(p?¢) = 0 (2)
In this case, the isentropic relations can be used to determine
the compressible flow density p.
The Boundary Conditions
The flow velocities normal to the flow field boundaries
are zero at the solid surfaces and are related to the mass
flow across the nonsolid domain boundaries. It is well known
A
that the Joukowski condition must be satisfied for potential
flows around airfoils. Blade-to-blade turbomachine flow
computations, using both finite element and finite difference
methods have reportedly been using the stream function
formulation [17, 18]. In these cases, the far downstream
flow angle is modified during the iterative solution, until
the flow velocities at the airfoil trailing edge are equal on
both suction and pressure sides. When the velocity potential
formulation is used, the boundary conditions involve instead
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the velocity component in the direction normal to the exit
station, which is solely related to the mass flow in the
turbine. This situation is not peculiar however, since the
potential function is actually multi-valued in the flow field,
if any tangential forces are exerted by the blades.
The lift or blade loading itself is related to the change
of momentum in the direction of the cascade front.
Permiable boundary surfaces, which are separated by
infinitesimal width, were therefore introduced in the vaneless
space of the solution domain at the trailing edges of all the
nozzle vanes as shown by the dotted lines in Fig. i. The
magnitudes of the jumps in the value of the velocity potential
across these'splitting surfaces were introduced as new variables
in the solution. By guaranteeing the continuity in flow velo-
cities across the corresponding boundaries of each two elements
on the opposite sides, these variables were determined in the
finite element solution.
Referring to Fig. i, the boundary conditions can therefore
be expressed in the following general form:
_¢ - f (3)
_n
where f = 0 on the solid boundaries;
f = V1 at inlet to the scroll;
f = V at exit from the turbine nozzle;
n2
and f is continuous but unknown across the splitting
boundaries extending from the nozzle blades.
The Finite Element Method
The three basic steps involved in the finite element
method are the domain discretization, the integral statement
of a problem and the local approximation of the function in
each element. Several approaches such as variational principles,
weighted residuals, and least square methods which are described
in references [19-22] can be followed to arrive at the integra!
statement of the problem. Although a classical variational
statement exists for the potential flow problem, the element
equations are derived using Galerkin's method.
This approach is followed here, since it makes it easier to
view the finite element discretization procedure as a simple
means of finding finite approximate solutions for the governing
differential equations, and boundary conditions of the
problem.
The unknown velocity potential solution can be approximated
in each element by:
ie = [ Nili = [N]{i}e (4)
where {_}e is the column vector of the potential function values,
li' at the nodes of the element e, and [N] is the row vector of
the interpolation functions Ni. The value of Ni is one at
the node i and zero at the other nodes.
The integral statement of the problem is obtained by
requiring the weighted average of the error resulting from
the substitution of eauation (4) into equation (2) to vanish
over the domain D. The weighted residual techniques differ in
their choice of the weighting functions. In the Galerkin's
method, the weighting functions are chosen to be the same as Ni,
leading to the following equation:
] Ni ?.(p?i) dv = 0 (5)D
The boundary conditions are naturally introduced through inte-
gration by parts, which leads to the following relation:
/ ?Ni- (pV!) = ] Ni pV n dS (6)D _D
where V is the flow velocity component perpendicular to the
n
boundary, _D, of the domain D. The right-hand side of equation
(6) can be recognized as the weighted average of the mass flow
across the boundary 8D. This equation hoids for the entire
solution domain as well as for any arbitrary subdomain, or
element, of the whole region. This last choice results in the
desired element equation:
• dS (7)f VNi (pV[N]{¢}e)dv = ] Ni P Vn
D _D
e e
where the potential function representation _e within the
element, as given by equation (4) has been used in the left-
hand side of the above equation. For incompressible flow,
only the interpolation functions, Ni, are dependent on the
space coordinates, and the following expression is obtained
for the element's equation:
_N. _N. _N. _N. _N. _N.
+ l I + ¢.dv] [_x _x _y _y _T 3D
e
= [ N. V dS (8)
_D 1 n
e
Once the element shape, and the set of approximation
functions are chosen, these equations can be written explicitly
for each element. The resulting equations are then assembled
for all the elements in the flow region and their solution
results in the desired values of the nodal potential functions.
With the large number of nodal points that are required
in the flow field discretization, it has been necessary to
restrict the solution to the two dimensiona! case at the present
time. The element's equation reduces to the following form
in this case:
_N. _N. _N. _N.
l i + l I] 4. dxdy = _ N. V dE (9)
]f [_x _x _Y _Y 3 _D l nD
e e
where dZ is the differential arc length along the boundary.
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It is well known in finite element applications that
better accuracy can be achieved at the cost of problem cate-
gories to be solved for a given computer capacity [23]. Since
no similar solution of flow problems in terms of the degree
of domain connectability is known by the authors to exist in
the literature, a discretization procedure using the simplest
linear straight sided elements was followed. The domain
discretization is shown schematically in Fig. 2, where small
size elements are used in the nozzle channels, with the size
of the elements increasing gradually toward the outer portions
in the scroll, to reflect the expected variations in the
flow field [14].
The solution domain is divided into a number of continuous
nonoverlapping triangular finite elements as shown in Fig. 2.
After assembling all the elements equations, the integrals
of the normal velocities over the elements sides will cancel,
with the exception of those that coincide with the permeable
boundaries, where the normal velocities are specified. The
resulting set of algebraic equations can be written in the
following form:
[K]{¢} = {F} (i0)
where [K] is the stiffness matrix of coefficients, whose elements
depend solely on the elements shape for a given interpolation
function, and {_} is the column vector of unknown potential
functions. The vector {F} depends on the specified flow velocity
component, perpendicular to the boundaries at inlet to the
scroll and exit from the nozzle. Although the stiffness matrix
in finite element solutions is usually symmetric and banded,
the introduction of the splitting lines in the flow field downstream




In a general potential flow problem involving large numbers of
unknown nodal values, the classical method of assembling the
finite element equations can be lengt_r and costly in terms
of computer time. This problem can be alleviated through
using a technique in which the solution domain is divided
into a number of subdomains called substructures. The basic
idea behind the substructuring technique lies in eliminating
the unknown field variables associated with nodes inside each
substructure (termed interior nodes). The number of unknowns
is hence reduced to the number of nodes existing on the
boundary and the interfaces between the substructures which
are referred to as the exterior nodes.
IllustrativeExample
In order to illustrateand explain the substructuring
techniques, let us apply it to a simple potential flow problem
with a simply connected domain shown schematically in Fig. 3a.
For this purpose, the global equation (i0) is rewritten in
the following form:
[A] {x} = {B} (ii)
where, [A] is the global stiffness matrix,
{x} is the column vector of the unknown nodal values
of the velocity potential, and
{B} is the overall load vector.
Let the solution domain be divided into three substructures
as shown in Fig. 3b. The stiffness matrix [A] in equation (9)
is now partitioned in conjunction with the substructured domain
giving rise to the following set of equations:
[Sll] {X} + [S12] {XI} + [S13] {X2} + [S14] {X3} = {R}
[$21] {X} + [$22] {XI} = 0
[S31] {_} + [S33] {X2} = 0
(12)
[S41 ] {X} + [$44] {X 3} = 0
where, {X} stands for the column vector of the potential discrete
values at the exterior nodes of all three substructures,
{Xi} is the array of the potential values at the interior
nodes of the ith substructure (i < i < 3); and
[Sij] refers to the different partitions of the stiffness
matrix.
It can be seen from equation (12) that only the exterior nodes
are associatedwith nonzero partitions of the load vector. Next,
the unknown vectors {xi} (i _ i _ 3) are eliminated from the
system of equations (12) resulting in the following 'reduced' set
of equations,
[i] {X} = {R} (13)
where [A] is the reduced stiffness matrix which can be expressed
as follows:
3 -i
[A] = [SII] - [ [Si=l l,i+l] [Si+l,i+l] [Si+l,l] (14)
This expression can be further simplified for a symmetric
globa! stiffness matrix [A] as follows:
3
[_] = S11 _ [ [S1 ][ -i ti=l ,i+l Si+l,i+l] [S!,i+!] (15)
i0
The effectiveness of the substructuring technique, in computer
storage requirements, is dependent on the relative dimension
of the matrix [A] compared to [A]. The improvement becomes
more pronounced as the ratio of interior to exterior nodes in
each substructure becomes substantially higher than one.
Upon the solution of the reduced system of equations
represented by equation (13), the unknown vectors {Xi} at
the interior nodes of the various substructures can be
evaluated through a back substitution process as follows:
-i t {_} 1 _ i _ 3 (16){Xi} = - [Si+l,i+ I] [Sl,i+I]
The extension of the foregoing procedure to a total of
'N' substructures is straight forward. In this case, the
reduced stiffness matrix takes the following form:
N -i t
[_] = [Sll] - [ [S [S (17)i=l l'i+l] [Si+l'i+l] l'i+!]
The nodal values of the potential at the interior nodes of
the ith substructure can similarly be computed as follows:
-i t
] {X}, 1 < i < N (18){Xi} = - [Si+l,i+I] [Sl,i+l -- _
Application of the Technique to the Flow Field in the Stator Unit:
Figure 2 shows the substructuring and the discre-
tization model used in the present analysis. Each sub-
structure consists of a blade-to-blade nozzle channel and its
corresponding downstream vaneless nozzle and upstream scroll
passage sections. The first substructure includes only the
scroll inlet portion. The nodes, which are on the splitting
lines, represent in this case exterior nodes for the various
substructures. When applying the substructuring technique to
our problem, special handling of the multiply connected region
is required. As explained in the analysis, the pairs of permeable
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boundaries that extend from the trailing edges of the nozzle
guide vanes to the flow exit station, reduce the solution
region into a simply connected domain. These are treated as
fictitious boundaries across which the potential is allowed
to be discontinuous while the continuity of the velocity vector
is introduced as a detailed boundary condition [24]. The
discrete values of the velocity components along the splitting
lines were taken as unknowns• The same velocity components
were also used to evaluate the boundary term associated with
the finite elements on both sides of the splitting boundaries•
The basic difference from the simple example discussed earlier
is in the assymmetry of the stiffness matrix introduced by
the splitting boundaries• With the exception of the set of
equations representing the compatability conditions at these
boundaries, the rest of the matrix of coefficients is
symmetric.
The same principles discussed in the preceding chapter
are applied to this latter matrix giving the following
equations:
N
[Sll] {_} + [ [S1 i+l ] {_i } + [G] {V} = {R}i=l
[S21 ] {_} + [S22] _{_i } = 0
[SN+l,l] {_} + [SN+I,N+ I] {_N } = 0 (19)
[H] {3} + [T] {V} = 0
where, N is the total number of substructures,
{3} is the column vector of the nodal values of the
function at the exterior nodes of all substructures,
{_i} 1 _ i _ N, is the column vector of the potential
values at the interior nodes of the ith substructure•
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{V} is the column vector of the discrete values of the
velocity component normal to the splitting lines
and potential discontinuities; and
[G] is the rectangular matrix of coefficients corresponding
to the normal velocities in {V}.
In this case, the reduced stiffness matrix can be written as
follows :
N+I -i t -i
[A] = [Sll] - { [ [Slj][Sj ] [Slj] }- [G][T] [H] (20)9=2 J
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A computer program was developed which discretizes the
solution domain, generates the stiffness matrix, and solves
numerically the resulting set of equations. The input to the
program includes geometric data Such as the inlet scroll width,
the inner and outer diameters of the vaned region, the number
of blades and their configuration. A particular operating
condition, i.e. volume flow rate, is specified by the given
inlet velocity, from which the radial velocity component at
exit is calculated in accordance with the principle of mass
conservation. Different exit station locations were tried in
the numerical solution, and the one chosen was just far enough
from the blades, that any further inward radial displacement
did not influence the rest of the flow field. A listing of the
program, a glossary of the main program and subroutine
variables, and a description of the input and output are given
in the appendix.
The results are presented in nondimensional form, with




where V1 is the uniform inlet flow velocity, and L1 is a charac-
teristic dimension at the scroll inlet. The resulting velocity
potential distribution is then used to determine the flow




where y is the gas specific heat ratio, R is the gas constant
and Tt is the total temperature.
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The incompressible two dimensiona! flow field computations
were carried out for an assembly of linearly varying area
scroll with two different nozzle blade configurations. The
inner and outer radii of the vaned nozzle region, the number
of nozzle vanes, as well as the scroll geometry were kept the
same, while two different nozzle blades were investigated.
The chord length was equal to 0.048 meters for both cambered
and symmetric blade geometries, with thirteen blades in the
vaned nozzle region between the radii of 0.0725 and 0.0885
meters. In both cases it was found sufficient to place the
exit station at three quarter the radial chord downstream of
the vanes trailing edges.
All the geometrical data, with the exception of the un-
cambered blades was taken similar to reference [13]. The actual
scroll area variation was converted into an equivalent two
dimensional passage to be consistent with our two dimensional
analysis. As a result of the linear variation in the scroll
width from the inlet value of 0.1875 meters the scrolls outer
boundary made an angle of 80 degrees with the radial direction.
The normalized ve!ocity potential and flow velocity dis-
tributions are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for the middle three
channels between the cambered nozzle blades. The exit flow
angle from the radial direction station was found to be equal
to 74 degrees in this case. It must be noted that the flow
velocities are inversely proportional to the sine of this angle
in the case of incompressible flow. The results, obtained for
the case of symmetric nozzle vanes are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
Both symmetric and unsymmetric nozzle vanes had the same chord
length and setting angle. Comparing Figs. 4 and 5 with Figs. 6
and 7, it can be seen that higher flow velocities are generally
observed in the vaned nozzle region, and at the exit station in
the case of symmetric nozzle vanes. The flow direction is also
different in the two cases, and the flow exit angle of 78 degrees
from the radial direction resulted in the case of symmetric
vanes.
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In the numerical solution, the flow velocities, as well
as the velocity potential were calculated throughout the
whole flow field. The mass flow through each nozzle channel
between two consecutive blades was also determined, to find
out the deviation from the desired uniform distribution.
The mass flow distribution between the thirteen nozzle
channels is shown in Fig. 8. The mass flow in each channel
of that figure is normalized with respect to the value that
would pass in each channe!, if the total mass flow was
equally divided between all the nozzle channels. From the
computed results shown in this figure, it can be seen that the
largest deviations are observed in the first and last nozzle
channels. More mass flow passes in these two channels than
in the rest. The least deviation from the average value is
observed at the middle flow channels. Practically the same
mass flow distribution was also observed in the different
channels between the symmetric nozzle blades. This leads
us to believe that the deviations are mostly affected by the
geometry of the scroll, rather than that of the nozzle vanes.
The effect of using the substructuring technique on reducing
the computer time and storage requirements was investigated.
This effect is demonstrated by comparing these computer
requirements when the substructuring technique is used to
those when it is not. In both cases, partially packed arrays
were used to store the non-zero elements of the matrix of
coefficients [25]. The results of this comparison are presented
in Table i, from which it is clear that a drastic reduction
in both the core size and CPU time is achieved when the sub-
structuring technique is used. In the present study we have
not tried to maximize this reduction, which is generally
dependent on the ratio of the number of interior to exterior
nodes in the substructures. This technique becomes more
effective as the ratio is increased. The choice of the sub-
structures in our problem was strongly dictated by the domain
geometry and its multiconnectivety, which in turn is determined
by the number of nozzle blades.
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CONCLUSIONS
The results presented here were obtained from two dimen-
sional incompressible flow computations. The analysis can be
extended to the compressible flow case without a drastic
increase in computer core storage requirements. The generali-
zation to the three dimensional flow will require careful
considerations in order to maintain the core requirement at
a reasonable level. The two dimensional flow results presented
here, can provide a fair description of the nozzle flow at the
vanes midspan plane. The computed velocity distribution over
the nozzle vane surfaces, and the flow exit angle can there-
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D the solution domain
f the value of the flow velocity component normal to
the boundary
{F} the load vector
[K] the stiffness matrix
L inlet width of the two dimensional scroll
n the direction normal to the boundary





the flow velocity potential
Subscripts
1 refer to conditions at inlet to the scroll
2 refer to conditions at exit from the nozzle
e refer to a finite element
i refer to variables at the node i
n refer to the direction perpendicular to the solution
- domain boundary
Superscripts
e associated with the finite element
* nondimensional parameters
21
Method of From Contributions From Contributions
Assembling of Elements of Substructures
F.E. Equaticns
CORE USED 1,052 K 588 K
CPU SECONDS 507 234
KILOBYTE-MINUTES 18,605 6,246
TABLE 1. EFFECT OF USING THE SUBSTRUCTURING TECHNIQUE
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A FORTRAN COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING
THE FLOW FIELD IN THE SCROLL-NOZZLE
ASSEMBLY OF A RADIAL TURBINE
The computer program discretizes the solution domain and
provides the finite element solution and the flow properties.
The user can conveniently specify adequate mesh size in the
different portions of the flow region through the discretization
input parameters in the input data. A schematic of the finite
element discretization model is shown in Fig. 2, with the
substructures consisting of a nozzle channel and the corresponding
scroll and vaneless portions. This model is used in all but
the first substructure, which consists of the scroll inlet
portion.
The program consists of several subroutines which are
called by the main program. First the subroutine 'DATA' reads
all the input data including the stator unit basic dimensions,
the finite element discretization parameters and the operating
conditions. The spatial distribution of the nodal points and
the system topology are computed by the two subroutines 'CORDNT'
and 'DISCRT'. In subroutine 'MAP', all the nodes are renumbered,
with the degrees of freedom corresponding to the exterior nodes
going first, followed by the interior variables. Considering one
substructure at a time, the subroutine 'SUBSTR' computes the
corresponding stiffness matrix. Subroutine 'SUBSTR' also
develops the functional relations which assure a locally compatible
velocity vector across the splitting lines downstream of the
nozzle vanes. This is accomplished by calling the three sub-
routines 'CONTRB', 'PLACE' and 'INTRNL'. The 'load vector' is
computed is subroutine 'DERFAI' by assembling all the mass flux
contributions of all the designated boundary segments. Sub-
routine 'MODIFY' stores the resulting finite element equations
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in partially packed arrays. These equations are solved for the
potential values at the exterior nodes, in subroutine 'EQSOLV'.
The potential values at all interior nodes are evaluated in
subroutine 'SOLVE' by a back substitution process. The flow
velocity and thermodynamic properties in the entire domain
are computed in subroutines 'PHYS' and the mass flux in the
various nozzle channels are determined in subroutine 'MASFLW'.
Glossary of Program Variables:
The following section contains the definition of the
principal variables in the main program and subroutines, and
includes all the common variables. The names of all dimensional
arrays are followed by the variables that determines what
their dimensions should be. An asterisk is used to denote
the variables in the program input data.
A(NPT,NNN) The partially packed array containing the
nonzero elements of the reduced stiffness
matrix [matrix [A] in eq. (20)].
AAA (NNN) The array where the nonzero elements of the
pivotal row are temporarily stored in the
process of solving the set of finite element
equations.
B (IMAXI NRED) The matrix St
' lj in eq. (20).
BB (3,3) The finite element stiffness matrix.
C (NRED,IMAXI) The matrix Sli in eq. (20).
DENS The stagnation density (kg/mt3).
FAI (MT@T) The velocity potential at the nodal points
(mt2/sec).
GAMA Ratio of specific heats.
GAMM (IDN) The angular spacing between the blade convex
and concave surfaces (YI' Y2'''" etc. in Fig. A2),
(radians).
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INTERN (KT@T,I_XI) The nodal numbers of the exterior nodes
in a substructure.
IMG (MT@T) The array used for storing the nodal numbers
in the substructured solution domain.
IK The number of blade-to-blade scroll cir-
cumferential stations to be used in the
discretization (N5 in Fig. AI).
IBANDW (NPT) The array containing the number of nonzero
elements in the rows of the array [A].
ICOL (NPT,NNN) The partially packed array of the column
indices corresponding to the entries of
the array [A]_
IDN* The number of radial stations in the nozzle
vaned portion, not including that at the
nozzle blades trailing edges [N3 in Fig. AI].
IMAXB The maximum number of exterior nodes in
any substructure.
IMAXI The maximum number of interior nodes in
any substructure.
w
ISTEP The number of nodes existing on a radial
line in the scrol! passage (N1 in Fig. A!).
.
ISTRT The number of cross sectional stations in
the scroll inlet portion (N2 in Fig. AI).
ILG (NPT) A temporary storage array for the column
indices of the nonzero elements in any row
of the [A] array.
KT@T The number of substructures = _BLD + i.
KT The number of radial stations in the scroll
curved portion.
L,M and N (NT@T) The numbers assigned to the nodal points of
a finite element.
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LBC and MBC The n_mbers assigned to the nodal points of
(LTOT)
a boundary segment where the normal derivative
of the potential function is specified and
not equal to zero.
LQQ and MQQ Temporary integer arrays used in
(IMAXI) inverting of the matrix [Sjj] in eq. (20).
LT@T The number of boundary segments where the
normal derivative of the velocity potential
is specified.
MAXWID An output parameter referring to the column
dimension of the arravs (A) and (ICOL)
actually used in the equation solver.
MT@T The total number of nodes in the finite
element model.
MINV An IBM library program used for inverting a
square matrix.
NBLD The number of nozzle vanes.
NNC@L (NPT) The array of column indices of the entries
in any row of the array [A].
NNN* The dimension for the columns [A] and [ICOL]
arrays which should be greater than the maximum
number of nonzero elements in any row of
these arrays.
NPT The dimension for the rows of the [A] and
[ICOL] arrays.
NPIV (NPT) The array of column indices associated with
the entries of the [AAA] array.
NRED The total number of exterior nodes for all
substructures.
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NSUBB (KTOT) The number-of exterior nodes in each sub-
.
structure.
NSUBI (KT@T) The number of interior nodes in a substructure.
NT@T The total number of finite elements in the
solution domain.
NUNV The number of radial stations downstream of
the nozzle vanes (N4 in Fig. 7).
P (NPT) The load vector in the system of finite
element equations.
PROP (MTOT, 7) Temporary storage for the computed flow
thermodynamic properties averaged at each
node.
PSTG Stagnation pressure (Newtons/mt2)
R The gas constant (Joules/kg °K)
w
RI The inner radius of the vaned nozzle (mt)
w
RO The outer radius of the vaned nozzle (mt).
S (IMAXI,IMAXI) The matrix [Sjj] in equation (20).
STOR (IMAXI) The nodal values of the potential function
at the interior nodes of a substructure.
.
STRTL The length of the scroll entry portion
(L2 in Fig. i) (mt).
w
STWDTH The width of the scroll passage at the inlet
station (L1 in Fig. I) (mt).
TEM (NPT) Temporary storage for the nonzero elements in
any row of the matrix [A].
THET (IDN+I) Angular coordinates of the nodes on the
convex surface of the first nozzle blade
(81, 82, ...etc. in Fig. A2) (radians).
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TSTG Stagnation temperature (°K)
Ul (NT@T) The x-velocity component in the finite
elements (mt/sec).
Vl (NT@T) The y-velocity component in the finite
elements (mt/sec).
VNI The inlet flow velocity (V1 in Fig. i) (mt/sec)
VN (LTOT) The nonzero normal derivatives of the
potential function at the boundary segments
(mt/sec).
WDTH (KT) The scroll passage width at the designated
stations (mt).
X (MTOT) The x-coordinates of all the nodal points (mt).
XY (MTOT) Temporary storage for both [X] and [Y] arrays.
Y (MTOT) The y-coordinate of all the nodal points (mt).
ZTEST The minimum allowable value for any of the
entries of the array [AAA] before it is








C A F 0 R T R A N C 0 _I P U T E R P R _ G IR A M
C
C FOR CALCULATING THE FLOW FIELD PARAMETERS





CO._4MON/WAG/A (457,80) ,5(33,33) ,O {33,379) ,C (379,33), INTERN (14,33)
X, IBOUND( 14,33),LQQ(33),MOO(33),!MG(81?),ID
COMMON/PAR/KTCT, N_ED, IMAXB, IMAX I, NREQ
COMMON/MNL/LMT(?B),LNT(?B)
- CO_IMON/SMA/XY (S}7),P(457),STGR(33), ICOL(457,80}
COMMON/MI L/R, GAMA,PSTG,TSTG ,STWDTH,ST RTL, VN! ,VN2
COMMON/ESM/WDTH (100) ,RI ,RO, DRN,DANG,DTHET ,DENS
COMMON/NWL/ICCMP, IFOR_,NITR,NPRNT,IPR,NBLD,KT
C CMMON/WAD/I K ,I STEP, ISTRT, JSTRT, NSTPS, IDN
C CgMON/ZAK/THET (9 |•BET(9 ),GAMM(5)
C OMMON/TR Z/MTOT, NTOT, LTOT ,NBW,NBW I,NBWP
CC,gMON/SPC/X( 817} ,Y(817)
C CMMON/LDC/! ST,NW, IL,KMM, IU !, IST2
COMMON/ALT/IEL, ITA, IIN,LIN, INI, IN2, IU2
CDMMON/HAP/IDNt ,IMt,IM2,IA,IB,MATCH,MATCH!
CO_4MON/ALF/MTOTP, MTOTM,MR, MC, JELE, JEL IM,JCOL
COMMON/BAT/ZTEST, IMA, IMB, MT CT 1,MTOT2 ,MRM, IMM, MAA





C O'4MON/DEL/!D UM, NR, NC
COMMON/SHO/L Z ,MZ,NZ




COMMON/RTH/AAA(457},IBANDW(¢57) ,NPIV(457} ,NNCOL(Z_5?; ,NPT,NNN
COMMON/NAL/QUANT, IRR, ILL
CCMMON/ZFF/D I S(84 }


















REAL_8 X, Y, AA •138
CO'4MON/WAG/A{ 457,80}•S(33•33) ,8(33,37g),C(379•33}, INTERN(14•33)
X• I@OUND(IA,33),LQQ(33},MQQ(33},IMG(81?),ID
C CMMON/PAR/KTCT •NRED• IMAXB• IMAX I•NREQ
CO,'4MON/MNL/L_IT(78) ,LNT(?_ )
COMMON/SM A/XY (817) ,P(457) ,ST0_(33)• ICOL(457,80)
C OMMON/MI L/R, GAMA •PSTG• TSTG, STWDTH,STRTL •VNI ,VN2
COMMCN/ESM/WDTH(IO0] ,RI •RO,DRN,DANG,OTHET•DENS
COMMON/NWL/ICCMP• IFCRMtNITR,NPRNT•IPR•NBLD•KT
COMMON/WAD/I K •I STEP •ISTRT •J STRT,NSTPS, IDN
COMMCN/ZAK/THET{9),BET(g} •GAMM(5)
CCMMON/TR Z/MTCT,NTOT, LTOT •N BW •NBW 1, NBWP
COMMONIS_C/X(817) ,Y(B[7)
C CMMON/LOC/I ST• NW, IL• KMM, !U % •IST2
COMMON/ALT/IEL, ITA,IIN•LIN, INI•IN2,IU2
COMMON/HAP/IDNI ,!MI,IM2,IA,IB,MATCH,MATCHI
C OMMON/ALF/MTOTP, MTOTM ,MR, _C, JELE, JELI M, JCOL
C C:4MON/BAT/ZTEST ,IMA, IMB, MTCT !,MTCT2 •MRM, IMM, MAA
COMMON/GAM/MTOKM, ITER•MT,_4,LBC(B4),MBC(84)






COMMON/MAX/PI VROW,PI VCOL_, OPROW, IY
COMMON/GA W/I C "1"I"
C CMMON/EEW/ IQD
COMMON/MAR/TE M{ 457 } ,ILG(457)
COmMON/RTH/AAA('_ST),IBANDW(457) ,NP!V(457) ,NNCOL(457} ,NPT,NNN
CO'4MON/NAL/QU ANT, IRR, ILL











WRITE (6,220 }R ,GAMA, PSTG, TSTG, VNI
READ(5 •IIO) STWDTH,STRTL,RO, RI
'_RITE (6,230)
WRITE (5,240 )STWOTH, STRTL, RO ,RI




































I0 THAT( I }=THET(IDNM)
DO 20 I=l •!DN
20 BET(I )=(6.283185--(NBLD_GAMM(I )))/(NBLD_(IL-1} |
DO 30 I=IDNM,,NSTPS




J STRT=I STEP- 1
IST= ISTRT W(JSTRT
KMM=NSTPS-IDN
MTOT=( ( ISTEP--I)_ISTRT)+(( (I STEP-2)+NSTPS)_(IK-1 )_NBLD)--( (NSTPS--
XIDN)*(NBLD--1) )+NnLD-I+(KMM*(NeLD--1))




I U l=I STEP-2
































ZT---_ST=1O. 0_( -40. O)
ILL=IK--2
J ISM=I ST.I STEP-2+NSTPS
CONS=ST_DTH*VNI*OENS
NPT=NRED+ (NBLO_ (KM_- 1 ).2)











27 WDTH( I}=STWDTH*( t.O-(ATHET/6-283185} )
I=I+l
IF(I,,GT.KT) GO TO 2g
JK=JK+I











C CALCULATE THE NODAL h_JMBERS OF THE END POINTS GF THE INLET




LBC( I )= 1
63 MBC(I )=LBC(I} +I
I=l+l







61 MBC (I) =LBC (I |+I STEP-2 +NSTPS
I=I+l
J W=JW+ I





IF(ICH,,GT.NBLD) GO TO 69








WRITE(b ,360 )MTOT, NTDT,LTOT, KTOT,NRED,NPT, IMAXB, IMAXI
WRITE (6,370) KT
DO 83 I-I,KT
83 WRITE (6,380 }I,WDTH( I}




C ASSIGN ZERO VALUES FOR ALL ELEMENTS OF TH_ OTHER ARRAYS
C
C
DO 92 l=l ,NPT











































200 FORMAT(IHI/IOX, IINPUT DATAI/IOX, 10('_I)/)
210 FORMAT(21X,IR•,lIX, IGAMA i ,IIX,IPSTGI,11X,ITSTGIiI2 X,'VNII)
220 FORMAT (TX, 5( 3 X, El 2.5)/)
230 FORMAT(16X,ISTWDTH ',IOXt'STRTL',13X, eROi,13X, 'RI')
240 FORMAT (7X,4(3 X, E12. S)/}
250 FORMAT( IIX,'NBLD',3Xi'ISTRT" ,3X, •ISTEP •,Sx, • ION' ,4X, •NUNV"
X,GX,' IK •)
260 FORMAT(TX,6(3X,I5)//)
270 FORMAT(IOX,•ARRAY THET: •,7(1XtEI2,5))
280 FORMAT(IOX•IARRAY GAMM:•,7(IX,El2,5))
290 FORMAT(//12X, INNNt/IOXtI5////IOX,
J XIE N D 0 F I N P U T D A T A • )
350 FORMAT(IHI/IOX,ePROGRA'4 PARAMETERS AS CALCULATED FROM THE INPUT DA
XTA'/IOX,52(,:_i)/)
360 FORMAT(IOX,'M'I"OT =s,I5/IOx, •NTCT=t,IS/IOx,ILTOT=' ,!S/fOX, SKTOT=•,I5
X/IOX, INR-D=• ,IS/fOX,, NPT=', I5/IOX,' IMAX8 =•,IS/fOX, •IMAxI=•,I5////
XSX,iNOTE:'/SX,5(,_ts)/IOX,•AT THIS STEP , IT IS IMPORTANT TO CCMPAR
XE THE PRECEEDING VALUES WITH THE DIMEhSIONS OF THE ARRAYS IN THE C
XOMMON STATEMENTS'/tOX,'THE LATTER SHOULD BE OF G_EATER OR , AT LEA
XST , EQUAL MAGNITUDES')
370 FORMAT (IHt/4OX, 'ARRAY OF THE SCROLL PASSAGE t_IOTH •







C OMMON/WA G/A (457,80) ,S(33,33) ,B (33.,379),C(379,33), INTERN(14,33)
X, IBDUND(14,33},LQQ(33),MQQ(33),IMG(817)'IO
C G.'AMON/PAR/KT CT, NIREDt IMAXBt IMAX I•NREQ
C OMMON/MNL/LMT(7B) ,LNT(78}
COMMON/SMA/XY (817) ,P( 457} ,STOR(33) ,!COL(457,80)
COMNDN/MIL/R, GAMA,PSTG,TSTGt STWDTH, STRTL t VN ! ,VN2
COMMON/ESM/WDTH (1 00) • RI • RO• DR f_•DANG, DTHET ,DENS
COMMON/NWL/IC CMP• IFDRM•NITR •NPRNT •IPR •NBLD•KT
COMMON/WAD/IK • ISTEP• ISTRT •JSTRT• NSTPS •IDN
CCMMCN/ZAK/THET(9),BET(g) •GAMM(5)
COMMDN/TRZ/MTOT •NTOT*LTOTgNBW •NBWl • NBWP
COhtMON/SPC/X ( 817 } •Y (Bt 7)
C O,"4MON/LOC/I ST• N• •I L ,KMM, IUI ,!ST2
CDMMDN/ALT/IEL, ITA,IIN,LIN, INI,IN2, IU2
CDMMON/HAP/IDNI,IMI,IM2•IA• IB,MATCH,MATCHt
COMMON/ALF/MTOTP,'WTOTM,MR ,MC, JELl,JELl M ,JCOL
COMMON/BAT/ZTEST, IMA,IMB,MTOTItMTOT2,MRM'IMH'MAA







COMMON/MAX/PI VROW,P IVCOL,OPRDI_• IY
CCMMON/GAW/ICTT
COMMDN/EE W/l OO
CO'WMON/MAR/TE M( 4.57), ILG( 4.57 )
CO'WMDN/RTH/AAA(457) ,IBAND• (4.57) *NPIV (4.57) •NNCDL (4.57) ,NPT• NNN
COH.WON/NAL/OUANT, IRR •ILL
C OMMON /ZFF/O IS (8z_)
C OMMO N/FL T/I R AD
C
C










GO TO I Ol
99 JR=JK+ 1
10! IF(JK,EQ.JSTRT) GO TO 102
I ZD=I ZF-J K
























7 IF(IoGT.NW) GO TO 14
X ( I )=RAI{C GS (ANGL)
Y{ I }=RA@SIN(ANGL)
ICT=I CT .I




IF(IZD.EQ,O) GO TO 593
DO 93 IJ=I,IZD
93 I PLC=IPLC.I J
593 RA=RO+((IPLC_WDTH[J))/IZT)
GO TO 7
8 IF(KMI°NE.I) GO TO 208
I=I+1
ANGL=AN GL--( OT HET/2.0 }
RA=RD
X( I )=RAW'COS(ANGL)
Y ( I )=RA¢SIN(ANGL)
208 IN=IN+ I




IF(KM1 °EQ.I ) ANGL=ANGL.(DTHET/2,.O)
KMI=O
GO TO 6









C CALCULATE THE NOZZLE VANES NODAL C[_CROINATES
C
C










I F( J. GE. ION .AND °J.LE. ITA) ALFA=THET(J. 1).{ IMtBET (J+1) }+( INDW_( ((IK
X--2)tBET(J+I)) ))
IF(J.GT.ITA) GO TC 17
IF(J.GT.IDN) GO TO 9998
RN=RO--{ J_DRN}
GO TO 8889
ggg8 RN=RO-( IDN:_DRN)--{ (j-IDN)_ORN)
8889 IF(I.GT.MTOT} GO TO 221
X( I )=RN_COS (ALFA)
Y (I }=RN_S IN (ALFA)
J=J+l
I=I+l
IF{KM2°EQ,,I.AND.,J-EQ°IDN) GO TO 37
GO TO 16
17 IM=IM+I











!CY:I C X+KMM-- 1














9977 FORMAT(IH1//41Xt eNODAL COORDIMAT_S'/41X,17(tt°)///32x" "NODE e,9X
X. 'X-COORD'. 7X. eY-COORDe/)





COMMON/WAG/A(457•80) •S(33,33) •8(33,379),C(379,33}• INTERN(14•33)
X, IBOUND (I4_33 )•LQQ( 33 }•MQQ( 33 )•IMG( 8171 •ID
COMMON/PAR/KTCT•NRED•IMAXB_ IMAXI•NREQ
COHMON/SMA/XY(817) •P(457),STOR(33}•ICOL(457"BO}
COMMON/MIL/R, GAMA,PSTG •TSTG •STWDTH _STRTL• VNI •VN2
COMMON/ES M/WOTH ( I 00) • RI _RO• GRI_ DANG• DTHET •DENS
COMMON/NWL/I C CUP • IFOR M• NI TR •NPRNT • I PR • NBLD• KT
CCMMON/WAD/IK •ISTEP,ISTRTJSTRTtNSTPS•IDN
COMMON/ZAK/THET(9) oBET(9) •GAMM(5)




COMMON/HAP/ ION1 • I_1 •IH2•IA• IBtMATCH•MATCHI
C OMMON/ALF/MTOTP • MTOT M•MR • MC • JELE • JELI M• JCOL
COMMON/BAT/ZTEST• IMA•IMB•MTOTI_MTOT2tMRM•IMM°MAA
COMMON/GAM/MTCKM• ITERoMTMtLBC(84} •M8C(84)
COMMON/TAG/L( 1812} _M(1_12} •N(1812)
COMMON/BOL/AA (3_3} _BB(393)• RHO(1'-_12) t VN(84_) •FAI(1246) •EPS #
COMMON/SIA/NSUBB( 14)_,NSUBI( t4 )
• C O_MON/FLT/I F.AD
C
C
C COMPUTE THE ORDERS OF EACH TRINGULAR ELEMENT THREE NODES
C
C







M (I)=L 1+J STP.T
N (I )=L I+I
J=I+l









IF(I.EQ.IIN) GO TO 5
LI=LI+2
GO TO 2












M( I )=LI.I N1
IF{ KAB, EQ, I. AND.I COT-LE- ISTEN ) M(I)=M(I}.I
N(I}=LI.I
IF( KAB, EQ, I. AND, ICOT. EQ-I STEN ) N(I}=N(I)+I
J:l+1
L(J)=N(I)
M( J)=M( I )
- N(J)=M{I)+I
225 l=J+l
IF(IoGT,NTOT| GO TO 232
IF(ICOT--IEL) 20 ,21,21
20 LI=L1 +I
IF{ KAB .EQ. I •AND. ICOT. EQ- ISTEN ) L I=LI "I"1
GO TO 28
21 I Q=IQ+I












































COMMON/ES M/WDTH(100) • R I ,RO, DRN,DANG, DTHET ,DENS
COMMON/NWL/ICCMP, IFORM,NITR,NPRNT,IPR,NBLD,KT
C O;4MON/WAD/I K ,I STEP , I STRT,J STRT, NSTPS, IDN
CCMMON/ZAK/THET(9)'BET(9)'GAMM(5)




COMMON/HAP/I ON1 .IMI .I M2. IA. IB .MATCH. MATCH1
COMMON/ALF/MTOTP, MTOTM,MR,MC, JELE,JEL IM,JCOL













NSUBB (2}= ((I STEP+NSTPS-21"2) + (( IK--3)--2 }
DO 7001 IJ=3.KTOT
7001 NSUBB (IJ) =( (ISTEP.I-NSTPS-2 ),2) +( (IK-2)'2 }+ 1
C
C






7002 NSUBI(IJ}=( ISTEP--3)+NSUBI (2)
C
C























IF(ITANG. EQ.ISTRT) GO TO 7006
I=I+t
GO TO 700 4
7006 I=I+l










J Jl=JJ 1+I ST EP-3









ITANG= ITANG + 1










7011 IMG(I )=II l+I-II
IF(ICHNL.EQ.NBLD) GO TO 7019
I=I2+l


















DO 7014 I=ll_ I2








DO 7015 I=II• I2
7015 IMG(1)=JJ l_'I-If
I=I2+l














IF(ITANG. EQ-ITG) GO TO 7018
I=I+l
GO TO 7016













DO 7020 J--1 ,NS










I BB=I BOUND( I--t, NG }--ILEN.I





I BB=I BOUND( I _J) .NSTPS
DO 702'$ J=Jt,J2
7024 IBOUND ( I,J)=I BB.J-J 1
I=I+l












DO 7027 J=t ,NSUBII
7027 I NTERN(I, J)=I 1+J-!
I=I+l






C CHANGE THE SYSTEM TOPOLOGY IN ACCORDANCE WITH









10 DO 13 I=I,MTOT
I ,'4GG=IMG( I}






XY( IMGG )=Y( I )
15 CONTINUE
























CDMMDN/S_A/XY (817) ,P(457) ,STOR(33) •ICOL(457•80}
CCMMON/MIL/R•GAMA,PSTG,TSTG•STWDTH'STRTL'VNI •VN2
COMMON/ESM/WDTH(IO0) •RI •RO•_RN•DANG•DTHET•DENS
COMMON/NWL/I CCMP• IFGR M• N ITR9 NPRNT • IPR • NBLO_KT
COMMON/WAD/IK •ISTEP•ISTRTtJSTRT•NSTPS•IDN
CCMMON/ZAK/THET(9),BET(9) •GAMM(5)
COMMDN/TR Z/MT_T •NTOT • LTOT ,NBW • NBW 1• NBWP
CCMMON/SPC/X(817) •Y(Bl7)
CDMMON/LDC/I ST• NW •I L •KMM, IU t, IST2
COMMON/ALT/IEL, ITA, IIN,LIN• INt,IN2,1U2
CDMMDN/HAP/IDNI ,IM[ •IM2,IA,IB•MATCH•MATCH[
COMMON/ALF/MTOTP, MTDTM,MR ,MC, JELE,JEL I_ •JCOL
CDMMON/BAT/ZTEST • IMA, IMB•MT OT !•MTOT2• MRM •IMM, MAA
COMMON/GAM/MTOKM•ITER•MTM,LBC(84)'MBC(84)
COMMON/TAG/L(1812),M( 1812)•N(1812)
COMMON/BOL/AA (3•3),88(3•3) •RHG(1812)•VN(84) •FAI(1246)•EPS
COMMON/SIA/NSUB8(14) •NSUBI(14)
COMMON/SHO/LZ ,MZ, NZ



















C2=X( LZ)-X( NZ )
C3=X (MZ )-X( LZ )
GO TO (20,30,40) ,IO
20 8B(l,l)=({(BI*BI)+(CE*CI))*CONS)/(4-O*AR)















COMMON/WAG/A (457,80) ,S(33,33) ,B(33,379) ,C (379,33) ,INTERN (14,33 }
X, IBOUND( I4,33 ).,LQQ(33) ,MQO{33 ),IMG(81?) ,ID
COMMON/PAR/KT CT,NRED, IMAXB, IMAXI, NREQ
CO_MON/SMA/XY {817 }•P(z_5? } ,STOR(33), ICOL (457,80)
COMMON/HI L/R, GAMA,PSTG,TSTG ,STWDTH,STRTL,VN! ,VN2
COMMON/ESM/WDTH{IOO),RI,RO, ORN,DANG, DTHET,DENS
COMMON/ NWL/I C CMP, IFORM, NITR,NPRNT ,IPR, NBLO, KT
COMMON/WAD/IK ,I STEP, ISTRT,JSTRT,NSTPS ,ION
C C'_IMON/ZAK/THET (9), BET (g), GAMM (5 )






COMMON/BAT/ZTEST, IMA ,IMB •PRTCT I•MTOT2, MRM, IMM, MAA








C CALCULATE THE LOCAL LOAD VECTOR CORRESPONDING TO A BOUNOARY






DY=Y( MB)-Y( LB )
DXI=ABS(DX)
DYI=A_S (DY)
D I ST= ( ( DX 1"'2.0 )+ (DYI **2, O) )**0.5
30 CONST=O,5_=VN(I) _=DIST_DENS










COMMON/PAR/KTCT tNRED• IMAXB, IMAXI•NREQ
CONIMON/MNL/LMT( 78 } ,LNT(78)
COMMON/SMA/XY(817) ,P(457) ,STOR(33) ,1CCL(457,80)
COMMON/MI L/R, GAMA,PST G•TSTG • STWDTH, STRTL • VN1 • VN2
COMMOI_ESM/WDTH (I 00) • RI , RO, DRN, DANG, DTHET ,DENS
COMMON/NWL/I C C3tP, IFOR M• NI TR •NPRNT • I PR , NBLD,KT
COMMON/WAD/IK , ISTEP, ISTRT ,J STRT,NSTPS, IDN
COMMON/ZAK/THET(9},BET(g) ,GAMM(5)
COMMON/TR Z/MTOT tNTOT•LTOT•NBW•NBWl •NBWP
CCMNON/SPC/X(817)•Y(817)
COMMON/LCC/I ST, NW,I L,KMM, IU1 ,IST2
- COMMON/ALT/IEL, ITA,IIN,LIN, INI,IN2,IU2
COMMON/HAP/IDNI ,IMI,IM2,IA, IB,MATCH, MATCH{
CCMMON/ALF/MTOTP ,MTOT M,MR,MC, JELE, JEL! M,JCDL
COMMON/BAT/ZTEST ,IMA, IMB, MTOT I,MTOT2,MRM, IMM,MAA








COMMON/RTH/AAA(457) • IBANDW(457)•NPIV(457) •NNCOL(457) ,NPT,NNN





C CONSTRUCT THE REDUCED STIFFNESS MATRIX
C
C








IF(K.£Q.I) G_ TO 215
I MTT=O
KKJJ=K-I
DO 201 I J=l ,KKJJ
IISUB=NSUBB(I J)
DO 200 IK=I,I ISU8





IF(IMTT°EQ.1} GO TO 120
215 DO 110 J=I,NTOT
I W=O
I Z=O
IF(I.NE.L(J)) GO TO 50
ID:I
DO 40 NN=I,NRED
IF{IW.EQ. 1.AND.IZ-EQ.1) GO TO 110




IF(IZ.EQ, t} GO TO 29
I RR=I
ILL= I



























GO TO 1 lO
50 IF(I.NE-M(J)} GO TO 80
IO=2
DO 70 NN=I•NRED
IF(IW°EQ°2°AND. IZ-EQ-2} GO TO 110






I LL=L ( J )
QUANT=BB( 2, I )
CALL PLACE


























80 IF(I°NE.N(J}) GO TO II0
ID=3
00 100 NN=I,NRED
IF(IWtEQ°3eAND°IZoEQ.3) GO TO II0





I LL=L( J )
QUANT=BB( 3, I )
CALL PLACE
















































LQQ( I J ) =0
MQQ( I J )=0
8304 CONTINUE
CALL I NTRNL{ K)
NSUBI I=NSUBI(K)
CALL RECIP(RB,NSUBI 1)
8200 DO 140 IJ=I,NBED
DO 135 IK=I,N_UBI I
C(IJtIK)=B(IK,IJ)
135 C ONT! NUE
140 CONTINUE
O0 170 IJ=I,NEED
DO 150 IO=l ,IMAXI
STOR( IQ)=C(IJ,IQ}
150 C(IJ,IQ}=O°O




SUM=SUM+( STOR (IL )*S (IL, IK) )
155 CONTINUE




DO 190 IK=I ,NRED
SUM=O. 0
DO 180 IL=I•NSUBI 1












IF(ICDL(I,J).EO.O} GO TC 207
205 CONTINUE
WRITE (6 •2 06 )
206 FORMAT(tHI//4OX,'THE COLUMN OIMENS__ON CF THE MATRICES (A}•(ICOL) I





N UNVP=NUN V. 1
DO 1620 I=l ,NBLO
IF(I.GT.I) GO TO 570
NSUBB I=NSUBB (KTOT)
J l= IBOUND (KTOT• NSUBBI )--NUNV
J2=JI+NUNV
DO 540 J=J1,J2
I NDX1 = IBANDW (J) +1
INDX2=IBANDW( J)+2
IF(J.EQ.JI.OR.J.EO.J2) GO TO 530
A{ JtINDXl )=CONST
I COL(J ,INDX I )=NRED+J-J1
A (J, INDX2 }=CONST
I COL( J ,'I NDX2 ) =ICOL( J • INDX 1 ) +1
GO TO 540










DO 560 K:K[ JK2
INOXI:IBANDW{ K)+I
I NDX2= IBANDW( K)+2
IF(K°EQ.KI.0R.K.EQ.K2) GO TO 550
A(K.I NDX1)=--t .0W=CONST
ICOL(K. INDX [)=NRED.K-KI
A (K. INDX2 )=--I ,,,0W_CONST
ICOL(K.INDX2)=ICCL(K.INOXI).I
GO TO 560
550 IF(K.EQ.K2) GC TO 555
A(K,INDX1)=-I .OW_CGNST
ICOL( K • INDX 1 } =NREO+ 1
GO TO 560
555 A(K,INDXI)=--I ,,O_CCNST



























K l=J1 + NCRD+NUNV +2
K2=KI +NUN V
DO 610 K=KI,K2
O0 592 IJ=l ,MC
!F(ICOL(K,IJ).EQ.O) GO TO 595
592 CONTINUE




IF(KoEQ,KI.OR.K.EG°K2) GG TG 600
61
A(KoINOX1 ):-I-O_CONST
I COL{ K • INDX 1 ) =NRED+( ( I- 1 ) *NUNV_2 ) .K-K 1
A (K•INDX2)=-I.OtCONS3"
I COL{ K • INDX2) =I COL(K • INDXl) + 1
GO TO 610









tF(I,GT.1} GO TO 640
NSUBBI=NSUBB ( KTOT )


















ICOL( IR0212 )= IRER2
A(IR0213)=l .0




















A( IR02, 1 )=1 .0
ICOL( IR02,1 )=IRER1
A(IR02,2) =-I- 0
I CDL( I R02 •2 }= IRER2
A( IR02,3)=I°0






SUBROUT INE IN33RNL(K }
REAL_8 X•Y,AA •BB
COMMON/WAG/A( 457 •BO } •S( 33,33) •B (33•37g} ,¢ (379 •33 ), INTERN (14.•33)
X, IBOUNO (I€,33),LGQ(33 ),MQQ( 33 ), IMG(817), ID
COMMDN/PAR/KTCT •NRED • IMAXBI IMAX I•NREQ
COMMON/SMA/XY(817) •P(4.5?),STOR(33),ICOL(457_80)
COMMDN/MI L/R •GAMA tPSTG•TSTG, STWDTH,STRTL, VN 1 ,VN2
CO_MCN/ESM/WDTH(t 00) •RI,ROtDRhgDANG,DTHET•DENS
COMMON/NWL/ICOMP,IFDRMtNITR,NPRNT_IPRINBLD,KT
C OMMON/WAD/IK •ISTEP • ISTRT •JSTRT• NSTPS •IDN
CG_MON/ZAK/THE-r(g),BET(g},GAMM(5)
COMMON/TR Z/MTOT,NTOT •LTOT,NBW •NBW 1,NBWP
CCMMON/SPC/X(817} •Y(BI7)
COMMON/LOC/I ST, NW ,IL, KMM •IU 1 •!ST2
CDMMDN/ALT/IELoITA•IIN,LIN, INI,IN2,1U2
COMMON/HAP/IDNI •IMl•IM29IA, IBtMATCH•MATCHI
"" COMMON/ALF/MTOTP• MTOTM,MR the • JELE,JEL I MtJCOL









C OMMON/FLT/I R AD
C
C
C EVALUATE THE CONTRIBUTION SUBMATRICES CORRESPONDING TO THE
C INTERIOR NODES OF THE K(TH) SUBSTRUCTURE
C
C
J SUB=NSUB I (K)
L SUB=NSU.;}B (K)
O0 4.30 JJ=lmJSUB




IF(I.NE.L(J)) GO TO 220
ID=I
DO 210 MM=I _LSUB
IF(M(J).NE. IBOUND(K,MM)) GO TO 130
ILDI=I
130 IF(N(J).NE. IBOUND(K,MM)) GO TO 210
ILD2=I
210 CONTINUE
14FO IF(ILDteEOeOeAND, ILD2,E.Q,O} GC TO 150
GO TO 160
150 IO=l
ICOl=I- INTERN (K •I )+ 1
ICO2=M(J)--INTERN(K• I)+I
64
I CO3=N (J)--I NTERN (K, t ) .1
I RC':'--IC 0 I
CALL CONTRB(J )
S(IRO, ICOt}=S(IRO,ICO1)+BB(t,1)
S( IRO, IC02}=S (I RO,I C02} +BG( I,2)
$(IRO, ICO3}=S(IRO,ICO3)+BB( 1,3}
GO TO ,_.20
160 IF(ILD1.EQ°I.AND.ILD2.EQ.I) G_ TO 170
GO TO 180
170 ID=I






B (IRO, IC02)=B (IRO,ICC2)+BB( I,2)
B(IRO, IC03)=B(IRO, ICD3)+BB(I,3)
GO TO 420
IBO IF(ILD2.EQ°I) GO TO Igo
GO TO 200
190 ID=I
I C01=I-'INTERN (K ,I}+I














S (IRO, IC01 }=S (IRO, ICOt )+BB( 1,1 )
S(IRO,ICO3}=S{IRO,ICC3)*BB{ 1,3}
B {IRO, IC02 )=B (IRO, It02} .BB( 1,2}
GO TO 420
220 IF{I.NE.M(J)} GO TO 320
ID=2
DO 310 MM=I,LSUB
IF(L(J).NE. IBOUND(K,_M)| GO T_ 230
ILDI=I
230 IF(N(J).NE. IBCUND(K,MM)) GO TC 310
ILD2=I
310 CONTINUE










S (IRO, IC02}=S (IRO,ICC2} .BB( 2, 2)
S( IRO, IC03)=S(IRO,IC03) .BB(2,3)
GO TO 420








S (IRO, IC132 )=S (IRO, IC02 )+BB(2,2)
B (IRO, ICO I)=B (IRO,IC01 )+BB( 2, I)
B(IRO,ICO3)=B(IRO,ICO3).BB(2,3)
GO TO 420
280 IF(ILD2.EQ.I) GO TO 290
GO TO 300
290 I D=2




CALL CONTRB( J }
S(IRO,ICOI)=S(IRO,ICOI).BB(2,1)
S (IRO, IC02)=S (IRO, IC02)+BB(2,2)





IC03=N( J )--INTERN( K, I )+1
IRO=I C 02
CALL CGNTRB(J}
S( IRO, ICO2)=S (IRO,ICO2)+B8(2,2)
S (IRO, IC03)=S (IRO, ICC3)+BB(2,3)
B (IRO, ICO 1} =B (IRO,ICOI).BB( 2,1 )
GO TO 420
320 IF(I.NE.N(J)) GO TO 421
ID=3
DO 410 MM=I,LSUB
IF(L(J}.NE.IBCUND(K,MM}) GO TC 330
ILD I= 1
330 IF(_(J).NE. IBCUND(K,MM)) GO TC 410
I LD2=- 1
410 CONTINUE






I C03- I--INTERN (K,I |. I
I RO= IC03
CALL CONTRB(J)
S( IRO, ICOl)=S (IRO,IC01 ).BB( 3, I)
S ( IRO, IC02)=S (I RO, ICC2) +BB( 3, 2}
S( IRO, IC03)=S (I RO, ICe3 )+aB(3,3)
GO TO 420








S (IRO, ICe3 )=S {IRO, IC03} +BB(3,3)
B ( IRO, IC01 )=B (IRC,I CO1 )+BB(3,1 )
B( !RO, IC021=B {IRO,IC02) +BB(3,2)
GO TO 420
380 IF(ILD2.EQ.I) GO TO 390
GO TO 400
390 ID=3
ICOl=L(J) --INTERN( K, 1 }+I
IC02=M( J}"









IC02=M( J}--I NTERN(K, 1)+1
I CO3=I-INTERN (K,1)+1
IRO=IC03
CALL CONTRB( J }
S(IRO, ICO2)=S(IRO,ICO2)+BB(3,2)
S { IRO, IC03}=S (I RC, IC03}.BB( 3, 3}
B( IRO, IC01 )=B (IRO, ICC1 }.BB{ 3, I )
420 CONTINUE
421 CONTINUE




















DO 400 IJ=I,NSUBI 1











COMMON/PAR/KTCT,NRED, IMAXB, IMAX I,NR_Q
COMMON/MNL/LMT(78) ,LNT(TB )
COMMON/SMA/XY (817} ,P(Z+57} ,STOR(33), ICOL(457,80)
COMMON/MIL/R, GAMA,PSTG,TSTG,STWDTH,STRTL,VN! ,VN2
COMMON/ESM/WDTH ( 100] ,R! ,RO, ORh',DANG, DTHET ,DENS •
COMMON/NWL/ICCMP, IFORM, NITR,NPRNT, IPR, NBLD,KT
C OMHON/WAD/I K ,ISTEP, ISTRT, J STRT, NSTPS ,ION
C OMMON/ZAK/TH_FL"T (g] ,BET(g) ,GAMN(S)
C CMMON/TR Z/MT OT ,NTOT,LTOT,NBW,NBWI •NBWP
COMMON/SPC/X(817) ,Y(817)
COMMON/LOC/IST, NW,IL,KMM, IU1,!ST2













C OMMON/E--- W/I OO
COMMON/MAR/TE M(457), ILG(457 )





C PLACE THE EI_EMENTS OF A LOCAL STIFFNESS MATRIX IN THE PROPER PLACES
C IN THE PART_ALLY PACKED ARRAYS IN WHICH THE GLCBAL REDUCED STIFFNESS
C MATRIX IS TO BE STORED
C
C
IF(QUANT.EQ.O.O) GD TO 90
DO 10 J=I,MC
IF(ICOL(IRR.J).EQ.ILL) GO TO 20
IF(ICOL(IRR,J).EQ.O) GO TO 30
10 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,1000) IRR, ILL,QUANT
1000 FORMAT(//IOX,'IRR=,,15,2X,,ILL=,,15,2X,,QUANT=,,EI2.5)
WRITE(6,I O0 )










REAL=B X, Y,AA ,BB
COMMON/WAG/A(457•80 ),S(33•33) •B (33•37g) ,C (379,33) •INTERN( 14,33}
X,IBOUND(t4,33)•LQQ(33},MQQ(33}, IMG(817),ID
C OMMON/PA R/KT CT ,NRED, IMAXB, I MAXI,NREQ
CCHMON/MNL/LMT(78 },LNT (78)
COMMON/SMA/XY{Bt7),P(¢57) ,STOR(33),ICCL(457,80)
COMMDN/MIL/R, GAMA,PSTG•TSTG, STWDTH,STRTL •VNI ,VN2
COMMON/ESM/WOTH( IO0 ), RI ,RO, CR_•DANG•DTHET,DENS
COMMDN/NWL/IC CMP, IFORM•NITR,NPRNT,I PR, NBLD,KT
C OMMON/WAD/IK ,ISTEP • I STRT •J STRT, NSTP S, ION
C CMMON/ZAK/THET (9), BET(g) ,GAMM (5 )
COMMON/TRZ/MTOT •NTDT, LTCT •NOW •NBWI •NBWP
C OMMON/SPC/X (817} ,Y (8 t7)
COMMON/LOC/I ST, NW •I L, KMM, IU t •IST2
COMMON/ALT/IEL• ITAtI I N,LIN, IN I•IN2,I U2
COMMON/HAP/IDN!•IM!,IH2•IA, IBtMATCH•MATCHI
C OMMON/ALF/MTCTP, MTOTM,MR,MC, JELE•JEL IM,JCOL
COMMON/BAT/ZTEST, IMA,IMB,MTOT1,MTOT2,MRM•IMM•MAA
COMMON/GAM/MTOKM, ITER ,._TM ,LBC (84) •MBC(84)
COMMON/TAG/L(1812),M(IBI2),N(1812)
COMMON/BOL/AA(3•3)•BB(3•3)•RHO(EBI2),VN(B4),FAI(I246),EPS
CCMMON/SIA/NSUBB( IQ,)•NSUBI( 14 )
COMMON/ADL/NU
COMMON/DEL/IDUM,NR,NC
C OMMON/SH O/LZ ,MZ, NZ
COMMON/MA X/PI VROW,PIVCOL, OPROW, IY
C CMMON/GA WIICTT
C OMMON/EE W/I QD
COMMON/MAR/TEM( €57} ,I LG( 457}





C REARRANGE THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE PARTIALLY PACKED ARRAYS











IF(ICOL(I,K)..,EO.O} GC TC 60
IF(ICOL(I•K).NE.J) GO TO 60
ICD=I CD+I
TEM(ICD)=A(I,K)
ILG(ICD }-ICOL (I ,K)
60 CONTINUE
80 CONTINUE
70 DO 75 IJ=I,MC








COMMON/WAG/A ( 457,80 } , S(33,33) ,B(33,379) ,C (379,33 } , INTERN( 14,33 )
X, IBOUND(I4,33),LQQ(33),MQQ(33),IMG(817}, ID
COMMON/PAR/KTCT, NRED, I MAXB, I MAXI ,NREQ
C OMMON/MNL/LMT{ 78 ) ,LNT (78}
COMMON/SMA/XY (817| ,P(457) ,STOR(33), ICOL(457,80)
COMMON/M!L/R,GAMA,PSTG,TSTG,STWDTH,STRTL,VN1 ,VN2
COMMON/ES M/WDTH ( 100 }, RI,RO, DRN,DANG, DTHET,DENS
COMMON/NWL/I C CMP, IFORM, NITR,NPRNT, IPR, NBLD, KT
C OMMON/WA D/IK ,I STEP, I STRT ,J STRT, NSTPS ,IDN
C CMMON/ZAK/THET (9), BET(g) ,GAMM (S)
COMMON/TR Z/MTOT ,NTOT,LTCT,NBW,NBWI •NBWP
C OMMON/SPC/X (817) ,Y(817)




COMMON/BAT/ZTEST, IMA, I MB • MTOT1 • MTOT2 •MRM, IMM•MAA
COMMON/GAM/MTOKM• ITER,MTM•LBC (84) •MBC(84}
COMMON/BOL/AA(3 •3) •BB(3t3) tRHC(1812) •VN(84) •FAI(1246}•EPS
COMMON/SIA/NSUBB(14) •NSUE}I(14)
• COMMON/ADL/NU
C OMMON/DEL/I D UM• NR, NC
COMHON/SHO/LZ tMZ,NZ
COMMON/MAX/PI VROW •P IVCOL • OPROW, IY
C OMMON/GAW/ICTT
C OMMON/EE W/I Q D
COMMON/MAR/TEM( 457 }, ILG(457 )




C THIS SUBROUTINE FOLLOWS THE SAME COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE










C INITIALIZE THE BAND WIDTH COUNTER
C
C










IF(NCoEQ. O) GO TO 3
IBANDW(I):J
2 CONTINUE
3 IF[ MAXWID.LT. J) MAXWID=J
IF(JoNE°I ) GO TO 5
WRITE(6,_) I















IF(IC.LE°O) GC TO 6












NNCOL( I )=ICOL (M, I )
ICOL(M, I )=ICOL(LL,I )
AAA( I )=A( M, I)



















AAB=ABS (AAA (J) )




MAXCOL=NNCOL ( IY )
NPI V{ LL )=MAXCOL
C
C




IF( ABS(XX) .LT.O.O0000t) WRITE (6,8701 }LL, MINROW, NC, IY ,XX, NNCOL(Iy )
8701 FORMAT(2X,'AT ELEM. STEP NO,'.IS,'ROW NO.',IS,aHAVING MIN ENTRIES




ICOL(.MI NRDW, J )=NNCOL(J)
9 A{MINROW,J)=AAA(J)










IF(IBANDW(1).EQ.O) GO TO 22
NC= IBANDW (I )
DO 21 J=I,NC
IF( ICOL( I ,J )-MAXCOL)21 ,10,2"2
C
C
C IF ICOL(I,J) IS EQUAL TO MAXCOL THEN RQW CCNTAINS THE VARIABLE







P (NOPROW) =P(M INROW) =CW_P(NOPR_W)
11 CONTINUE
IF(NNCOL(JKPI ).EQ.O) GO TO 22
93
IFCICOL(NOPROW,JKOP),,EQ.O) GO TO 12
IF(NNCOL(JKPI)--IC_L(NOPROW,JKCP) }12, 14,20
12 IBANDW(1)=IBANOW(I}+I
IF( MAXWID.LT • IBANDW (I )) MAXWIO=IBANDW (I)
IF(MAXWID.GT._NN) GO TO 31
I I=IBANDW( I )
JKL=JKOP. I
13 IX=II-I
A (NOPROW, !T )=A( NOPROW ,I X)
ICOL(NOPROW,I I)=ICOL(NOPROW,IX}
I I=IX
IF(IX.GE.JKL) GO TO 13






C MINROW AND THE ROW BEING CONSIDERED CONTAIN THIS ELEMENT.
C SHIFTING OF BOTH ROWS IS OCNE AND NOPROW IS OPERATED
C
C
14 IX=ICOL (NOPROW, JKCP }
IF(IX.EO. MAXCOL} GO TO 15
XX=AAA (JKPI )*CW+A (NOPROW, JKOP)
A {NOPROW, JKOP )=XX
C
C
C TESTING TO SEE IF ANY OTHER ELEMENTS WERE ELEMINATEO OTHER THAN
C MAXCOL IN THE NOPROW
C
C
A TEST=ABS (XX) -ZTEST




























C ELEMINATE MINROW AND MAXCCL FROM BEING CONSIDERED AGAIN
C
C











LM= IBANDW (II )
NP=NPIV (I I )
IF(NP.EQ, O) GO TO 27
DO 26 J=!,LM
NF_=ICOL (I I, J)









C STORE THE SOLUTION IN THE FIRST COLUMN OF THE MATRIX (A)
¢
C








32 FORMAT( 'COLUMN DIMENSIONS OF NCOL AND A EXCEEDED IN ROW',IS
X,'WHILE THE NUMBER OF ROWS OPERATED WERE',I5
X///IOX,'INCREASE THE VALUE CF THE VARIABLE (NNN} IN THE INPUT DATA
X'/lOX, 'AND ACCORDINGLY THE COLUMN DIMENSION OF THE MATRICES (A) &
X(ICOL) ')
33 RETURN
35 FORMAT(IH1////IOX,'NOTEe/IOX,4('*')//I4X,*THE VALUE CF THE INPUT V
XARIABLE (NNN) IS SUFFICIENT FOR THE SOLUTION PROCESS'






X,, IBOUND(14,,33),LQQ(33) •MQQ(33),,IMG(8II) ,ID
C CMMON/PAR/KT CT tNRED • IHAXB• IMAXI •NREQ
COMMON/MNL/LMT(78) tLNT{78)
COMMON/SMA/XY(817) ,P(457) ,STOR(33) ,ICOL(457,80)
CO,_MON/MI L/R, GAMA,PSTG,TSTG, STWDTH, STRTL, VN t,VN2
C OMMON/ESM/WDTH (1 00) ,RI ,RO, DR_,DANG, DTHET ,DENS
COMMON/NWL/ICCMP, IFORM,NITR,NPRNT,IPR,NBLD,KT
COMMON/WAD/IK ,ISTEP, ISTRT,JSTRT, NSTPS, IDN
COMMON/ZAK/TH._-r (g) ,BET( 9 } ,GAMM(5 )
C OMMON/TR Z/MTOT •NTOTgLTOT ,NBW,NBWI •NBWP
COMMON/SPC/X(817) ,Y(817)
COMMON/LOC/I ST, NW ,IL, KMM, IUI ,IST2
COMMON/ALT/IEL, ITA,IIN,LIN, IN 1,IN2, IU2
COMMON/HAP/ION1 ,I_I,IM2,IA,IB,MATCH,MATCHI
COMMON/ALF/MTCTP, MTOTM,MR,MC• JELE,JELI M,JCDL
COMMON/BAT/ZTEST, IMA,IMB,MTOT1,MTOT2,MRM,IMM,MAA
COMMON/GAM/MTCKM, ITER,MTH,LBC (84) , MBC( 84 }
COMMON/TAG/L( I812),M(1812) ,N(1812)










C KNOWING THE VELOCITY POTENTIAL VALUES AT THE EXTERNAL NODES.



















NSUBI I=NSU8 I (K)
NUM=NSUBI 1
CALL RECIP(RB,NSUBI.I}
1500 DO 4.1 IJ=I,NUM
DO 241 IQ=I ,N;;ED


















60 STOR( I J )=--1. O*STOR( I J)
C PLACE THE NODAL VALUES OFTHE VELOCITY POTENTIAL INSIDE THIS PARTICULAR









C PLACE THE NODAL VALUES OF THE VELOCITY POTENTIAL ALONG THE DIFFERENT










COMMON/iAG/A (457180) • S( 33 •33) •B(33•379) •C (379 •33) • INTERN (I 4•33)
X • 1BOUND ( I 4,33 ) •-LOG(33 ) •MGQ(33 ) • IMG(B 17 ) • ID
C CHMON/PAR/KTCT.NRED. IMAXB. IMAXI •NREQ
COMMON/SMAJXY(B17)•P(457) •STOR(33),ICOL(457•BO)
COMMON/MZ L/R, GAMA • PSTG,TSTG •STWDTH•STRTL • VNI •VN2
COMMON/ESM/WDTH(IO0) •RIgRO•CRhtDANG•DTHETtDENS
COMMON/NWL/ICCMP• IFOR M• NITR •NPRNT•IPR •NBLD•KT
C OMMON/WAD/I K •I STEP• I STRT •JSTRT• NSTPS• IDN
CCMMON/ZAK/THET(9)•BET(9) •GAMM(5)
COMMON/TRZ/MTOT ,NTOT•LTCT •NBW•NBW t •NBWP
C C._MON/SPC/X ( BI 7) 1Y1817)
COMMON/LOC/IST.•NW _I L •KMMt IUl• IST2
COMMON/ALT/IEL• ITA• IINtLIN• INI•IN2, IU2
COMMON/HAP/IDNt ,IMI •IM2•IAt !B,MATCH•MATCH1
COHMON/ALF/MTOTP• NTTOTM•MR,MCt JELE,JEL IM tJCOL
COMMON/BAT/ZTEST • IMA• IMB_MTOT ! • MTOT2• MRM • IMM• MAA
COMMON/GAM/MTCKM, ITER •MTM•LBC (84) •MBC (84)
COMMON/TAG/L(1812),M(1812}•N(1812)
COMMON/BOL/AA(3,3)•BB(3•3)• RHC(1812)•VN(84)tFAI(1246)•EPS
CI_MMON/SI A/NSUBB( 14), NSUBI(14)
COMMON/EZZ/UI (IB12)•Vl(IB12)
C OMMON/FLT/I RAD
C OMMON/AC M/PRI'_P (817•7)
C
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE FLOW PHYSICAL AND THERMODYMAMIC






C TRANSFORM THE SYSTEM TOPOLOGY BACK T{_ THE UNSUBSTRUCTURED MODEL
C
C

























N I=N( I )
O0 4 J--I,MTOT
IF(LI°EQ. IMG(J}) GO TO 5
4 CONTINUE
5 L(I}=J
DO 6 J=I•MTOT °
IF(M1.EQ°IMG(J)) GO TO 7
5 CONTINUE
7 H( I )=J
DO 8 J=I,MTOT

























BI=Y( MA)-Y( NA )
B2=Y{ NA)-Y(LA )
B3=Y(LA )-Y( MA )
CI=X(NA}--X(MA )
C2=X(LA)-X(NA )
C3=X( MA }-X(LA )
AR=O°5_((X(MA)W_Y(NA) )--(X(NA)=Y(MA))+(X(NA)_Y(LA) )-(X(LA)_Y(NA})+
X(X(LA)=Y(MA))--(X(MA)=Y(LA)) }






V=( (U2_2. O) . (V2,_2. O} )1€ O. 5
IF(UI(I ).GT.O.OOOoAND.VI(1).GT.O.O00) GO TO €0
IF(UI(I)°LT.O.OOO.AND.VI(I).GT.O.O00) GC TO 50
IF(UI(I).LT.O.OOO.ANO.VI(I).LT.O.O00) GC TO 60
IF(UI(I).GT.O.OOO.AND.VI(1).LT.O.O00) GO TO 70
IF(UI(I)°EQ.O.OOO.AND.VI(1).GT.O°O00) GO TO 80
IF(UI(I).EQ.O.OOO°AND.VI(I).LT.O.O00) GO TO 90
IF(UI(I).GT.O.OOO.AND.VI(I).EQ.O.O00) GO TO tO0
IF(UI(1).LT.O.OOO.ANDoVI(I).EQ.O.O00) GC TO rio
IF(UI(I).EQ.O°OOO.AND.VI(I).EQ.O.O00) GC TO 120
40 ANGLE= (AT AN (V2/U2 )),57.296
GO 3"0 130
50 ANGLE'-(3. I42--(ATAN(V2/U2) )) =57.296
GO TO 130















POWER= 1 °0/( GA MA--1.0 )
RHO(I }=DENS/( 1.000.( ( (GAMA- 1.000 }/2.000 }_(AMAK_t2. 000) ))=.=POWER
QLOC=RHO( I )=R WWTLOC
TLOC=TLOC/TST G
OENST=RHO ( I )/DENS
QLOC= QLOC/P ST G
A_AK=V/ASS ( VN 1)




PROP(._A.2 )=PROP (MA• 2) +AMAK
PROP(NA•2 )=PROP (NA.2) +AMAK
PROP(LA .3 )=PROP (LA.3) .VI ( I )
PROP( MA.3 }=PROP (MA. 3) +V 1(I)
PROP(NA.3)=PRCP(NA.3).VI(I)
PROP( LA •4)=PROP (LA. 4) +TLOC
PROP (MA ,4 )=PRCP (MA, 4 ) +TLOC
PROP(NA,4)=PRCP(NA•4) .TLOC
PROP( LA • 5 )=PRCP (LAt 5} .QLOC
PROP(MA,5}=PRCP(MA,5) +QLOC
80
PROP(NA,5 )=PROP (NA, 5) .QLOC
PROP(LA,6 )=PROP (LA, 6) .DENST
PROP( HA ,6 )=PROP (MA, 6) .OENST
PROP(NA 15 )=PRCP (NA.P6) .OENST
PROP(LA,7)=PRCP(LA.,7) .1°0











U2=ABS {U 1( I }_--.T
..... IF(UI(I ),GT,O,OOO,AND, VI(I-}-,-GT,O,O00} GO TO 8040
IF(UI(1),LT,O,OOO,AND,VI(I)°G'r,o,o00) GG TO 8050 ............
IF(UI(1),LT,O,OOO,AND,VI(I),LT-O,O00) GC TO 8060
IF(UX(I},GT,O°OOO,AND,VI(I)°LT-O,OOOJ GO TO 8070
IF(UI(I).EQ,O,OOO,AND,VI(I)-GT-O-O00) GO TO 8080
IF(UI(I),EQ,O,OOO,AND,VI(I)-LT-O-O00) GO TO 8090
IF(UI(I),GT,O,OOO,AND,VI(1)-EQ-O-O00) GO TO 8100
IF(UI(I),LT, O,OOO,AND,VI(1),EG-O-O00) GC TO 8110
!F(UI(I),F.Q,O,OOO,AND,VI(I),EQ,O,O00} GO TO 8120
8040 ANGLE=(ATAN(V2/U2))4=57,296
GO TO 8130














8120 ANGLE=O -0 "-
8130 CONTINUE




WRITE(6,620)I t(PROP(I •K) _K=I•_)
350 CONTINUE
600 FORMAT( 1H1//45X, = VELOCITY POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTIONS/
X_FSXo31(m_°)//4_SX_ =NODE •,5X• 1POTENTIAL°/)
81
G[O FORMAT(45X, IS,4X,EI2.S)
60£ FORMAT(IHI//39X_tFLOW PHYSICAL AND THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES e
.._i -" X/39X942( e_J )/53X,'INSIDE ELEMENTSt/53X,IS( m_')///
X3X,tELEM. NO.ttI3X_eNCDAL NUMBERSttIOX,tV MAGNITUOEe,2X9 eV/INLET V
XEL,,e,4X_,VEL° ANGLE ° t3X_tTEMPERATUREe.TX, eDENSITYt,6Xt IPRESSUIRE _
X/22X, mOF ELEMENT VERTICESe//)
8202 FORMAT (&X, ISt 8X t3 ( 1 X, I5) ,8X,6 (2Xt El2 o5) )
630 FORMAT{ IHI//3OXt'FLOW PHYSI CAL AND TH_=F_MODYNAMIC PROPERTIESt/3gX
X,42(t_ e)/SOXt'AvERAGED AT EACH NOZ)E'/50X,21( oW_, ]///24X_INODEt
Xt3X,sV MAGNITUDE e ,2X,tV/INLET VEL.t,_XttVEL. ANGLEm,3X,tTEMPERATUR






REAL*8 X, Y, AA,BB
COMNON/WAG/A(457,BO)•S(33,33} •B(33,37g)•c(379•33), INTERN(14•33)
X, IBOUND(14,33),LQQ(33},MQQ(33)•IMG(Bt7) ,IO
COMMON/PAR/KTOT •NRED, IHAXB, IMAXI• NREQ
COMMON/SM A/XY (817) •P(457 ) ,STOR( 33 } • ICOL(457, BO}
CDMMON/MI L/R, GA MA ,P STG, TSTG • STWDTH ,STRTL, VNt • VN2
C CMMON/ESM/WDTH( 1 O0 } t RI • ROt DRP;, DANG, DTHET •DENS
C OMMON/NWL/I C CMP• IFORM• NITR ,NPRNT, IPR •NBLD• KT
C OMMON/WA D/I K, ISTEP, I STRT, J STRT, NSTPS, IDN
C CMHON/ZAK/THET (g), BET (g) •GAMM (S)
C OMMON/TRZ/MTCT,NTOT •LTOT ,NBW,NBWI •NBWP
COMMON/SPC/X(817) •Y(817)
COMMON/LeG/IST, NW •IL• KMM, IU 1• IST2
COMMON/ALT/IEL,,ITA•IIN,LIN• INI,IN2,!U2
COMMON/HAP/IDNI, IMI,IN2•IA• IB,MATCH.MA'rCH1
CCMMON/ALF/HTOTP, MTOTM,MR ,MC, JELE, JEL IM,JCOL














J DN=I D N+I
JDN=I
I N3= I N l .2
I K=IRAD
I LI=I K-2









IF( I .NE ,1 °AND .J .NE, 1) KI=KI+( (J-I)=INI).I
K2=KI+I N1
I F( I°NE°I.AND ,J.EQ° I) K2=K2+ 1
MK2=K 2 ..................... :.....: . .
- " " - ,DG.-_3.-0:_K=-_I:•_'TO'[
IF(L{K) • _C.KI °.AND:_N(K }=.EQ,K2):' GG TC 40
3G _JL%];-t N L*E.:.
_0 -E"J'- R _;
83
X_.=(X(KI)+X(K2) )/2.0
YC---( Y( KI )-_Y (K_))/2.0
DDX=X(KI. )-X(K2J
t_,r,J..Y---Y(__.-$.._}.-.¥-t,_ 2-.). . ....
C= X C/IR.Q
YC=YC/_G
D-I _, =.---:t,.,,.O_-OOt.:_1; (x_C_ _: t_-_i_,J ,t:.):.,P:(y c _--v.lA:i<.J_}:,l .i.
F g-_=Pig _:+0[ SG '
20 CGNT INUE
FAI( El )=FL_,
LO C:QN'T I h_:
'St_M=0:_"g:
CQG l O0-G -2.=I...,.N_L.D
:t.OO _ C GN T.:.I.NM_:
0.0 ".::_I_0:-1-:O":_t-:=_:l.-YK'R_D _
FAI( I).=FAI (1)ISLAM
FA2 (r)=N,'_LD_FAI{ I )
_.l_._-.(6-.--_,7-:5._.._:_._:_,_L.(._:}"
1 0%0 •,.0. _T, Nt_._
:,70 t_ORMATIIHI//35X..'m.ATIO .OF CALCULATE_. TO, THEORETICAL- FL.O_ DISCHARGE,
.'__X, ( )/_,3X,X'* == _9 **' '_THROILIGH EACH OF THE NOZZLE CHANNELS'/4"3X',35{ '_
xo,/_5×, t_c-zz.L_._:Ch,,x_N.EL-,._..3X.,_"._L_,:_-._-Z.SCHARG_,-!,}--





It is relatively easy to prepare the program input which
consists of only a few cards, The input data is classified
and described in Table AI, with the corresponding formats in
the correct order. Figures A1 and A2, illustrate the various
input parameters, and Table A2 provides one set of sample
input data in the appropriate units.
85
Number of
Classification Type of Input Data Input Variables Format Cards
1 The stator unit operat- R, GAMA, PSTG, TSTG, VNI (5FI0.0) 1
ing conditions
2 The flow domain major STWDTH, STRTL, RO, RI (4F10.0) 1
dimensions
3 Finite element model NBLD, ISTRT, ISTEP, IDN, (615) 1
discretization para- NUNV, IK
meters
4 Nozzle vane geometry [THET(I), I=l, IDN+I] (8FI0.0) [IDN+I)/8]
CO
o_
5 Nozzle vane geometry [GAMM(I), I=l, IDN] (8FI0.0) [IDN/8]
6 Column dimensions of NNN (I5) 1
the partially packed
arrays [A] and [ICOL]










l I I I i
0 o 0 0 0 O




FIG, A1. DETAILS OF THE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
(NUMBERING SCHEME AND INPUT PARAMETERS),
FIG, A2, THE VANED NOZZLE REGION INPUT PARAMETER,
The Pro@ram Output:
A sample output is given which corresponds to the input data
of Table A2. Only the first few lines of the various output
sections are reproduced, since the complete output is very long.
These sections have been numbered to correspond to the following
description:
(i) The first section is a list of the input data as it
appears in Table A2.
(2) Calculated program constants which include the variables
to be used in discretizing the solution domain.
(3) A listing of the array WDTH which is calculated in
subroutine DATA.
(4) The arrays X and Y containing the coordinates of the
nodal points (only parts of these arrays are shown).
(5) This note gives the value of the variable NNN which
was actually needed to solve the final set of e_uations.
(6) A listing of the potential discrete values (only part
of the array is shown).
(7) A listing of the flow physical and thermodynamic
properties inside the finite elements which includes the velocity
magnitude (mt/sec), the nondimensional velocity (normalized
with respect to the stator inlet velocity), the velocity angle
in degrees (the inlet velocity V1 in Fig. 1 has an angle of 180°),
followed by the thermodynamic properties (temperature, density
and pressure) all normalized with regard to the stagnation values.
(8) The same flow properties as in (7) averaged at the
nodes.
(9) A listing of the mass flow rate through each blade-to-
blade channel (nondimensionalized with regard to the mean value).
90
INPUT DATA
GAVA PSTG TSTG VNI
0.2B?00_03 O. IAOOOE_O! 0.15000E_06 O.2flgooE.03 0.32300Et02
STWDTIt STRIL I_C _!
OoIOFSOE_O0 0,I0€00_.00 O.80SOOE-OI 0.72500E-01
NDLD ISTRT ]STEP ]DH N_JNV ]K
13 6 5 5 4 5
1
ARRAY TIfET: O.|570.EtOI O.17191EtOI O. 1832bEtOI O.lgbBTCtO] 0.21328Et01
ARRAY GAHH: 0,34907[--01 0o|0646E&00 0.87266E--0| Oe45379E--OI
NNN
O0
._. N O _J F INPUT DATA
k,O
F-a










AT TtlIS ST_P • IT IS |MPeRTANT TO COMPARE TIlE PRECEEDING VALUES _ITIf TIlE DIMENSICNS OF TIlE A_RAYS IN THE CCMM_N STATEMENTS
Tile LATTER SIIOULD DE _F GFFATEP OR • AT LEAST • EQUAL MAGNITUOES













































































































41 -O. IiDOOD-OI 0.106240t00
42 -0.990030-02 0.R79450-0|
43 -0,202_30-01 0._20270-01
44 -0. 2_14209-0 ! O. 15316D-01
45 -0.:111 ?10-01 0,b60620-0 I










56 -0, 357260-0 | O. 121380-0|
57 -0o 4_2_4!)-0 | O,h2400D-O l




5 Tile VALUE OF Tlf[_ INPUT VARIADLE (NNH| IS SUFFICIENT FOR Tile SOLUTION PROCESS
TIlE ACTUAL VALUE NEEDED I S 76
_o
u1






























































FLOW PHYSICAL AND THEI_NDDYNAHIC PECPERTIES
INSIDE ELEMENTS
NO* NOI_AL NJHDEf_S V t4AGNITUI)E V/ltlLET VEL. VEL. ANGLE TEMPERATURE DENSitY PR[_SSLJRE
DF ELE.MENT VER'IICES
I I 6 2 0.31742E.02 O.982T4E¢O0 O. 18_21Et03 O. 99826Et00 0.9939_Et00 0.99567E t O0
2 2 G 7 0o32131E.02 0.99_76Et00 O. 18_35Ft03 O. 99822F. _00 0.99J_gEtO0 0 o99556F. _ O0
3 2 _ 3 O. 32264E€02 0.99952E€00 O. IRTO9Et_03 0.99020E_00 0.99373Et00 0.99552E € O0
3 7 O O.32_17E.OE O.lOI7qEtOI O. IR733E_ 03 O. 99814E.O0 0._9350E_00 0.99535E _00
5 3 tl a. 0.32_12_t02 O.IOi27FtO! O. 18q5_. € 03 O.9qOI 6E+O0 0.99356E100 0.995_0E • O0
6 _1 _ 9 0.33117E_02 0.10253E_01 O. 18486E.03 0.99_11E_O0 0.993_0E100 0.90529P-1 O0
7 € ,) .% 0.33006E_02 O.iO21gE.O! O. IRI21E_03 0.99812Et00 0o993€5E_00 0o99532E t O0
8 5 q I0 O. 3306&Et02 O. 10237E_01 O. IO132r_{03 0.99BI2E.O0 O.99342E¢O0 0.99530E } O0
9 6 I1 ? 0.30411EtO2 0.94151E¢O0 O. 18459E+03 0.998_ IE¢O0 0.99{_E100 0.99602E _ O0
I0 _ !1 12 0.31601E_02 OogT835E+O0 O. 18501E_03 O. 9qO20E_O0 0.90399Et O0 0.99571E. O0
II T 12 0 O. 31757EF02 0.98320E tO0 O. 1875gE_03 0.99826E_00 O.gqJ93E#O0 0.99566E* O0
12 0 12 13 0 • 3357_E_02 0.10395E101 O. 18029E{03 O.9qOO6E¢O0 O. 99322E100 0.99515k_00
13 0 13 9 O.33J4€Et02 0.10323E.01 O. !_482Et03 0.ggROSE.O0 O.9q331F#O0 O. 99!$22E • O0
I _• 9 13 14 O. 34h86Et 02 O.IOT39EtOI O. 10582E_03 O.99T93EtO0 0.992TTE.O0 0.gq_83Et O0
15 9 14 IO 0.34517Et02 O.IOOB6E 101 Oo 10127E.03 O.gqT95E}O0 0.99204E100 0.99_88Et O0
Ib I0 14 15 0 o3', 739Et02 0.10755E_01 O. 10165E_03 0.99792E_00 0.99274E100 0.9()481_-* O0
IT II IG 12 0.2892 IE_02 O.SqS38E.O0 O. 10547E€03 o.gqB56E !.00 0.gq_97EIO0 O.99G<IOE • O0
18 12 1_ 17 O.309q7EtO2 O_959G_E _00 O. 10615Et03 O. 99835Et O0 O. 99_22Et00 0o9950_Et00
!0 12 17 13 O.31196EI02 0.06582E tO0 O, 18893_- t{)3 0.99832E_00 0._941 _EtO0 0.99502E t O0
20 13 17 I0 O. 34335E_02 O.I0630EtOI O. 18998Ft 03 0.gqZ97E_O0 0.99291Et00 0,99193Et00
21 IJ IG 14 0.33999E#02 0.10526Et01 O. 1859¢E.03 O.99flOtE_O0 0.99]05Et00 0.99503E t O0
2_ I_ 18 19 O* 36700Et02 O.II3b2EtOl O. 18T72Ee03 0.99768Et00 0o99190Et00 0o99_21Et O0
23 14 19 15 0 • 36382E_02 0.112_4E.01 O. 18158E.03 O. 99772Et00 0.9920_Et00 0.99431E_00
2€ 15 19 20 0 o36966Et02 O.l|44qEtOI O* 18252Et03 0.99]'65Et00 0.99179EtO0 0.99t 13Et O0
25 ib 21 17 0.2715BEt02 O.B4_ O00E _00 O. 18702E_03 O.908r3E.O0 0.99556Et00 0.99603E t O0
26 ll' 21 2 :) 0.30277Et02 0.93736E tO0 O. 1_91E.03 O* 99FJ42Et O0 0.99€48Ef00 O*99GObE _00
27 17 22 18 0o30572Et02 0.94651Et00 O- 19122_;t03 0.99839Ft00 0o99438_t00 O.995qOE t O0
_8 18 22 23 O. 3=.085Et02 O* 10862E10 I O. 192_0E.03 0.99786Et00 O.gq26OEtO0 0.99_71Et O0
29 0.gg794EtO0 Oo99Z_gEtO0 Oo09_SEtO0IB 23 Iq 0 .34621Et02 O.I0719EtOI O. 18819E_03
30 19 23 24 O. 39524__t02 0.12231£_01 O. 19007_€03 o.ggr3 IE¢O0 O. 99062Et00 O. 99329Et O0
31 I0 2_ 20 0.3885|Et02 O. 12028Et01 O* 10240Et03 O. gO740E_O0 0.90093Et00 0.99351Et O0
32 Z3 2_ 25 0.40657Et02 O.1258TEtOI O, IB49_E.03 O.gqTI 5_tO0 O. 9900TE100 0.99290--t O0
33 21 26 22 0.25001Et02 0.77_ 02E.O0 O. IB958E.03 OogORO2E_O0 0.99624Et00 O.99TJIEtO0
34 2_ 26 27 0.29410Et02 0.91053E .00 O. 19048E.03 O. g9851EtO0 0.99_OEtO0 O.99_2BEtO0
35 22 :)r 23 0.2 _1_4E.02 0.92520E€00 O. 19{60EI03 Oo _<)O_6_-tO0 o.gq_63Ft O0 o.ggGI6Ft O0
36 23 2? 28 0.35599E_02 O.II021E_OI O. 19552Et 03 O.99T82EtO0 0o99230Et00 O.gq_S5E_ O0
37 23 28 24 O*35103E+OZ O.IOR6OE.OI Oo 19226Et03 O. g9T_SEtO0 0o99259E.00 0o99_70E_00
'30 2 _• 2_ 29 0.$3316E_02 O.13AIlFtOI O. 19551_.t03 0.99677E_00 0.90073_-t00 0.9')194E . O0
:39 24 29 25 O. 4 It3HgEt02 O. 12909E.0 ! O. i 84179E_ 03 O=99h98EtOO 0,98946E_00 0.992_6E • O0
40 :-'% 20 30 0.€9416E+02 0.15299E_01 O. lq252E¢03 O. r*q579E_O0 O. 98536Et00 0.98952E. O0
41 20 3a 27 O. 23147E.02 O.TibG4c-tO0 O. Iq335E_03 O._9'}OOEtO 0 0*90677Et00 0o997_9f: t O0
_2 ;_7 3_3 30 0 • 21B751EI02 O.80014EtO0 O. 19536E_- 03 0.99858E_00 O.9_)_02EtO0 O.q96€AE.O0
€3 2;' 39 28 O.2gO4qEt02 0 o89936E tO0 Oo 19913Ft 03 0_99055Ef O0 0.99_92Et00 0-99637= t O0
_,4 2_ 39 40 0 . 3 =,625Et 02 0°11029|:.0 Oo 199_1E.03 O.9qlSIEtO0 O.99237E4kO0 0o99454Et O0
45 2_1 40 29 0 . J55 I 6E1"02 0.10996E+0 Oo 199031_. O] O. _;gtO]E. O0 O. 99242Et00 0o99558Et O0
4b 29 40 41 0 .A_,876Et02 0.13893E_0 0.20014Et03 O*(J965]Et O0 0.98791[t00 0.99135_" t O0
47 2 () 41 .10 Oo43f161E_02 0.!3519Et0 Oo 19414E.03 0.99669Et00 0.9884SE100 0.90174E tO0
a,rj 3:) 41 42 0 o57615Et02 O. 7U37EtO O. 19901E_03 O. 0942_Et00 O. OOOI3E.O0 Oe985TTE.O0
/v) :10 42' 31 O, 59021E_02 O, I OZT'3EtO 0,20320Et03 O.O0¢OOEtO0 0,97'910Et O0 0o98507Ft O0
50 31 42 43 0 , 55._33Et-07 O, 7193t- tO O, 20855Et'03 O, 99469Et00 0,90153Et00 0,986 r?E+ O0
-%1 31 43 32 0 ,56991Et02 0,17(_44C tO O, 21276Et'03 OoOg441;tO0 Oo9805GF_ O0 0,9P1_06_ • O0
52 3.") /13 4/I 0 , S!23()E.02 Oo 5862[_ tO Oo 21839Et03 O,9954t}EtO0 Oo 984126Et O0 0,98874E. O0
.%3 -1-2 4_ J3 0 o_0053_.02 Oo bTISE.O O, 21752E t" 03 0o'}9553E I"O0 0o9fl_144E.O0 O.90flO6E+ O0
5$ 33 44 45 0 o_. 755REt02 0.1_724E+0 Oo 22307E.03 0.g9610F+O0 0.98043Et O0 0.99029E. O0
55 3.3 _% 3_ 0 • 4(;077E_02 O. 5 194L_ ;0 0.22812E_03 0o_95_5E.00 OoqB555E.O0 O.989b_Et O0
56 J_ 4_ 4t') 0 o53944E.02 Oo 6701E_0 O. 21029E_ 03 0.90=109E. O0 0o90257E.00 OogHr52E _00
.=.7 34 4_ 35 O. 54366_..02 Oo [,U31F _0 O. 22368E_03 0.99_91E+00 O- 98230-_ O0 O. 9_1732F_ • O0
58 33 _6 47 0 ,61555Et'02 O, 9057L .0 O, 23285E.03 0,q034 7E.o0 Oo97735E1_00 0 o9_43 77F !"O0
5 <} 3% 4T 36 0,59509E_02 Oo 844RE1"0 0,22<195E_03 Oog9380E'*O(] 0.97876Ei'00 0-9841r8Ct'00
FI.Uk PIIYSICAI. ANI] [II_II_UDINAMIC D_UP[IIIIES
AVEIIAGUO A| EA{II 14LJ|)E
ftlll)l" V eA(;NIrU)F._ V/|NI.I-I" VFL, V_.L, ^NGLE ll_t41_Cl(AiLlll_ DENSITY PI_[SSUI_ff
i O. 317_ZEt32 O._IJ?7_EIO0 O. 18_21E_ tO-i O.99UZ6EIO0 0._939_Et00 O. 99_70 _00
2 O.R20_E _02 O._J_l_t 0 ( O. 11_522Et03 O. 99R_.3Et O0 O._J_2EtO0 0.99550E tO0
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